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This white paper discusses how the BACnet protocol provides the infrastructure
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Topology of a standard building automation system
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For more details on a standard building automation system please refer to the BAS white
paper.
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Figure 1. Typical building automation system topology

Other prominent communication protocols used in building automation systems are:
• The LonMark standard is based on the proprietary communications protocol LonTalk. The LonTalk protocol establishes a set of rules to manage communications between devices, while LonWorks defines
the content and structure of the information that is exchanged between them. Like BACnet, LonWorks
has been accepted and adopted by the international standards organizations (ANSI/CEA 709.1 and
IEEE 1473-L).
• Modbus® is a truly open standard and is one of the most widely used protocols in the industrial
manufacturing environment. Its messaging structure establishes master-slave, client-server communications between devices. A relatively smaller percentage of installations are Modbus certified.

Why BACnet?

Systems based on Modbus tend to be smaller with highly centralized controls. The other problem with Modbus is that its concept for data access is “memory file” oriented which places the burden of understanding
and structuring information on the controller that is asking for data.
Each of the protocols has advantages and disadvantages and must be selected based on the needs of the
facility and its ability to support a particular protocol. However, BACnet is the first choice where the system is
not required to have limited size, scope and interoperability requirements.
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BACnet
technology

The BACnet protocol institutes a standard way to send and receive messages using wired or wireless
standard protocols. BACnet data is exchanged between only devices that have BACnet-enabled applications.
The BACnet standard defines a standard way to communicate via data link/physical layers: Ethernet, RS-485,
RS-232 and other protocol standards such as ARCNET and LonTalk. In addition, the BACnet standard also
defines a standard way to communicate using UDP, IP and HTTP (web services).
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Figure 2. Condensed view of the BACnet layer stack

Compared to the seven-layer OSI model, BACnet implements a four-layer collapsed architecture as shown
in figure 2. It consists of following layers:
• Application layer that provides communication services
• Network layer handles network-to-network communication
• Data link layer handles device-to-device communication within a network
• Physical layer converts electrical signals sent over the medium into data
Being an open protocol, BACnet is becoming increasingly adopted across various building device manufacturers. This is a critical feature since it provides a common foundation to enable building systems and devices
from different manufacturers to interoperate. This directly drives a lower system cost as there are now
minimal investments in delivering custom drivers and protocols. The level of intelligence required in a building
is determined by the occupant and is not necessarily standard across the establishment; this protocol is effectively a glue logic which connects the various devices together. Since its inception, it has been designed to
provide a standard for building automation.

Key benefits of
the standard
BACnet protocol

• Single primary management service for all the networks of systems
• Can be implemented in devices of any size ranging from microcontroller to embedded processors
• Infrastructure for easy system expansion providing flexibility to add more devices from multiple vendors
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• Potential to integrate all – old and new – building automation and control functions
• Interoperability
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Figure 3. Demonstration of flexibility and interoperability of a standard BACnet protocol network

Figure 3 demonstrates combinations of devices from various vendors, each of these devices are deployed
in different networks. New networks I and II and an older network III are all operated by one primary operator
exhibiting the primary benefit of the BACnet protocol solution.
When using BACnet, the communication of each device is replaced by a standard set of communication
rules signifying a common language. This ensures that each device looks the same on the network. All the
information required to describe a device in the network is represented in the form of an object. This information could be physical inputs, outputs or even software processes – thus establishing a common network
view. The services manage the requests and interoperability of the devices while a selection of diverse
network layers enable the transport system.

BACnet network
profiles and device
configuration

Network profile
Depending on the scale of the BAS, the network of BACnet devices could be managed using a simple network, or in a complex grid structure.

Operator

Repeater
Terminal devices
Other
terminal
devices
Figure 4. A simple BACnet network of automated devices
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• Simple network
A single network demonstrates a simple grid of terminal devices using one distinct communication
medium, such as RS-485. These terminal devices can be further expanded in the same network using
repeaters.
• Compound network
A BACnet router is used to connect multiple “single” networks to establish a complex network grid.
Here the router is used to bridge data packets from one set of devices to either the operator or the
other network devices.
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Terminal
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Figure 5. A compound grid of automated devices connecting multiple networks

Device configuration
Each device in the BACnet network can be configured based on its core application. Depending on the
application requirement, the device can be configured as a client, server or a router.
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Figure 6. An example of standard BACnet device configurations
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• Client
A device configured as a client is the master controller; it initiates a service request to the multiple
nodes, including the server or router. This service request could be to retrieve or modify server data.
The client is also responsible to configure the server to set the threshold for external events.
• Server
This slave device services the requests initiated by the master client. Depending on the type of service
the process is equipped to optionally respond to the client. In case a pre-configured external event is
triggered, the server is also equipped to send alarm events to the client.
• Router
In a complex network, a router is used to connect multiple BACnet devices. This network of devices
could be a set of client-server or server-server systems. A router is also used to cross network mediums (e.g., RS-485 to Ethernet).

BACnet modules

The data structures used in a device to store information are confined to the host device. In order to exchange information with another device using this protocol, there must be a “network-visible” representation
of the information that is standardized. BACnet uses an object-oriented structure of objects, properties and
services which allows devices to be modelled in a way that they are network visible.

Device
modelling

With device modelling, a physical BACnet device appears as a collection of objects with properties that
represent data and functionality. Objects represent physical or virtual information, control algorithms, special
application and calculations. Some of the commonly used BACnet objects are analog input (AI), analog output
(AO), binary input (BI) and binary output (BO).
There are currently 50 predefined BACnet objects and the numbers continue to grow as further requirements are recognized.
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Figure 7. Device modelling representation of a BACnet device
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Each object type has a defined set of properties. The values of individual properties characterize the object.
The number and type of properties vary with the object types.
For each device:
• Instance number of a device must be unique within a complete BACnet Internetwork.
• Each device must have at least one object – Device object.

Services

Services are the commands issued by the BACnet devices for reading and manipulating information at the
application layer. These services are requested in the form of PDU (Protocol Data Unit) messages. The structure of these PDUs depend on the type of services, the standard services are:
• Confirmed request
• Unconfirmed request
• Acknowledgement
• Error
• Reject
Confirmed services are unicast messages and are expected to be acknowledged while unconfirmed services are usually broadcast messages and don’t need any response back from the receiver.
The BACnet device, to which a service is requested, has a handler defined for each type of service. Upon
receiving a service request the BACnet device will pass the request to an appropriate handler which will
process it further. Currently there are 37 defined services which are grouped under five main categories:
• Alarm and event services
• File access services
• Object access services
• Remote device management services
• Virtual terminal services
A BACnet device is not required to support all services except one service. The mandatory “read_property”
service must be supported by every BACnet device.

Application

The object-oriented structure of BACnet allows the user to create any BAS application with minimal effort by
utilizing the wide variety of readily available services and objects. Based on the scale and scope of BAS users
can also configure the number of BACnet device instances, objects and properties in their application. In case
the system needs to be expanded, new device instances or their objects can be simply added at an application level.
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An Application running at the top level of the building management system controls all the other devices.
It has to take inputs from all the lower devices and will have to process multiple inputs from multiple devices.
Applications are complex and must be written with the overall system in mind. It is non-trivial to develop applications that do not cause contradictions in operations and processing delays. These types of applications
are time consuming to develop.
BACnet provides various features specific to building automation which can reduce the development time
of an application significantly. Based on user settings, BACnet coordinates the routing of data effectively from
remote devices to the central unit. Users can decide how and when to retrieve information from other devices
by scheduling and prioritizing different events in the system.
Some of these features are:
• Device and network management
Device and network management consists of the establishment and exchange of operational characteristics. It allows BACnet devices to discover other BACnet devices, discover objects within devices,
establish and re-establish communications, synchronize time and re-initialize a device’s program.
• Alarm and event management
Alarm and event management defines the exchange of data based on pre-defined alarm limits or
event triggers. The event or alarm may require human intervention and acknowledgement. Alarms and
events may also be logged and summaries generated.
• Trending
Trending allows BACnet devices to enable trend collections and request trend data from other BACnet
devices.
• Scheduling
Scheduling allows BACnet devices to establish, and edit schedules in BACnet devices so that control
can be coordinated based on dates and times.

BACnet software
architecture

The BACnet protocol stack library provides a BACnet application layer, network layer and media access
(MAC) layer communications services. It is an open source, royalty-free library for embedded systems supporting Windows®, Linux™ and additional operating systems. Source code of the stack is written in C and is
designed to be portable across many compilers and architectures. The stack includes BACnet examples for
the server, router and client which can be used in scripts.
The BACnet operating stack is enabled in each device in the network at the board level and in all operator
interface software packages. Device drivers for all the hardware interfaces to be used in the system must
be enabled in the operating system kernel. Customized BACnet objects for a specific device can be bound
to these drivers at the application layer. Initial settings for different communication medium such as RS-485,
Ethernet and others are done at the data link layer of the stack. The BACnet application layer is independent
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Figure 8. High-level software architecture

of transport layer such as MSTP, IP, Ethernet and even PTP and ARCnet. This enables the user to enhance the
bandwidth and performance by exploiting the resources such as multi-threading and multiple simultaneous
connections.
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Figure 9. TI processor set-up for BACnet integration and validation
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Set-up

The Sitara™ AM335x processors are used for test and validation of the BACnet functionality. Here Sitara
hardware platforms are used – one each for client, server and router application. The set-up is connected as
shown in Figure 9 on the previous page.
• Starter kit with Ethernet port addressed as Device A
• Two BeagleBone Black boards with one Ethernet port and one PRU-based RS-485 cape on each
board – addressed as Device B and Device C respectively. For more details on this cape refer to: [link
for RS-485 cape]

Integration

Device A based on the AM335x Starter Kit is configured as BACnet client that sends the service request in
the form of Protocol Data Unit (PDU) packets through Ethernet medium. The client application configures the
Ethernet port and sets the network number as zero. It also initializes all the handlers that can process the
responses back from the server.
Device B based on BeagleBone with the RS-485 cape is running the BACnet router application which
allows messages to cross network mediums. The application configures the network address of Ethernet as
port one and RS-485 as port two and initializes a routing table for both the networks. It extracts the application data from an incoming packet and uses the rest to get network information such as source address
and destination address. Then, using the routing table, a destination port is determined and the extracted
information is used to form a new packet which is sent over that port. Multiple threads are running on the
processor to handle packets from each port.
Device C based on BeagleBone with RS-485 is running the BACnet server application which sets the network number as zero and device instance as two for this device. It configures all the objects and their properties to be supported by this device. For testing, four analog inputs are configured and linked to TI ADC’s input.
Finally, the device initializes all the handlers for the service requests from the client.
The IP addresses for Device A and Device B are assigned in the same sub-net.MAC address of RS-485
port of Device B is set by default as zero as it is a router. Since, there are only two devices in the MS/TP
network, the maximum number of masters in the MS/TP network is set as “2”. MAC address of Device C
is sequentially numbered as one in order to optimize the bandwidth. Both the devices are acting as master
because the router has to be a master node and slave cannot respond to any broadcast message.

Validation

A client application needs to establish communication with the devices it seeks to communicate with. To do
this, a who-is command is broadcast by Device A using the command bacwi -1 on a serial terminal.
Device A gets I-am response and binds the address of Device C to its address cache. Network address is
printed on the client terminal like this:
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Figure 10. Execution of BACnet whois service request

Once the location of device C is found it is queried for other services.
Device A reads the list of objects supported by Device C.

The above figure shows that the device C supports one device object and four Analog Input objects.
Device A reads the current value AI-1 of Device C which is linked to TI_ADC5.

Conclusion

Continuously evolving smart building technology challenges the building owners and vendors to develop and
provide solutions according to the latest technology in the industry. The BACnet protocol provides a strong
foundation to enable the different entities of an automated building solution. This convergence facilitates the
control technology to provision the management of energy-efficient systems optimizing the operating conditions of the building devices.
These automated solutions are a valued business proposition for the building management service provider
and occupants alike. With easy integration and validated system solutions, TI processors demonstrate a highly
flexible solution to realize smart building technology.
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